Arterial Stiffness and Endothelial Function in Young Obese Patients - Vascular Resistance Matters
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Aim: Motivated by the paradoxical and differing results of the early atherosclerosis related indices – Cardio-Ankle Vascular Index (CAVI) reflecting arterial stiffness and Reactive Hyperemia Index (RHI) evaluating endothelium dependent flow-induced vasodilation – in obesity, we aimed to assess CAVI and RHI in obese adolescents and young adults in the context of differences in systemic vascular resistance (SVR).

Methods: We examined 29 obese (14f, 15.4 [12.3–18.5] y; BMI: 33.2 ± 4.4 kg.m\(^{-2}\)) and 29 non-obese gender and age matched adolescents and young adults (BMI: 21.02 ± 2.3 kg.m\(^{-2}\)). CAVI and RHI were measured using VaSera VS-1500 (Fukuda Denshi, Japan) and Endo-PAT 2000 (Itamar Medical, Israel), respectively. Hemodynamic measures were recorded using volume-clamp plethysmography (Finometer Pro, FMS, Netherlands) and impedance cardiography (CardioScreen 2000, Medis GmbH, Germany). SVR and sympathetic activity related indices – Velocity Index (VI) and Heather Index (HI), and LF SAP (spectral power in low frequency band of systolic blood pressure oscillations) were determined.

Results: In obese group, CAVI (4.59 ± 0.88 vs. 5.18 ± 0.63, \(p=0.002\)) and its refined version CAVI0 (6.46 ± 1.39 vs. 7.33 ± 0.99, \(p=0.002\)) were significantly lower. No significant difference in RHI was found. SVR and sympathetic activity indices were all significantly lower in the obese group than in the non-obese group. RHI correlated positively with SVR (\(r=0.390, p=0.044\)) in obese subjects.

Conclusion: Our results indicate that both indices used for the detection of early atherosclerotic changes are influenced by vascular tone. Vascular resistance could influence CAVI and RHI results impairing their interpretation.
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Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases are associated with a high mortality rate and form a major socio-economic problem. In many of these pathological states, the key role is played by the process of atherosclerosis (ATS). Since the incidence of risk factors for the development of ATS – including diabetes mellitus, hypertension, dyslipidemia, obesity – is increasing worldwide not only in adult population but also in children and adolescents1,2, the detection of initial and still reversible stages of ATS process is highly relevant3.

The measurement of arterial stiffness is the most common non-invasive examination method for the detection of ATS related changes. Arterial stiffness is estimated by pulse wave velocity (PWV), where higher PWV corresponds to lower vessel distensibility and compliance and, therefore, to higher arterial stiffness4.
We hypothesize that paradoxical results observed in previous studies assessing noninvasively early atherosclerotic changes related to obesity could be – at least partially – explained by differences in vascular tone resulting from the altered sympathetic activity in obese patients. Therefore, the aim of our study was to compare CAVI and RHI values in young obese subjects with a control group of normal weight subjects. The changes were interpreted in the context of alterations in vascular resistance as an effect of changed sympathetic activity to further elucidate the possible mechanisms in observed differences.

**Methods**

**Subjects**

A total of 58 Caucasian participants, aged 12–23 years, were enrolled in this study. They were divided into two groups based on their body mass index (BMI) and age according to the Cole's chart. The obese group involved 29 participants (14 female, 15 male) aged 15.4 [12.3–18.5] (median [interquartile range]) years (range: 12.4–22.7 years). The control group consisted of 29 age- and gender-matched subjects (median age 15.8 [interquartile range: 12.7–18.9] years, range: 12.5–22.1 years). Detailed study groups’ characteristics are presented in Table 1.

All subjects were instructed not to use substances influencing autonomic nervous system activity or the cardiovascular system (caffeine, alcohol, energetic beverages) and were asked to refrain from smoking for 12

---

**Table 1. Characteristics of study population**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>CONTROLS</th>
<th>OBESE</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>16.52 (2.6)</td>
<td>16.44 (2.7)</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>170.08 (12.2)</td>
<td>170.50 (8.7)</td>
<td>0.881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>61.34 (12.1)</td>
<td>96.71 (15.1)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>21.02 (2.3)</td>
<td>33.2 (4.4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat mass (%)</td>
<td>18.67 (7.2)</td>
<td>38.70 (7.3)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeletal Muscle Mass (kg)</td>
<td>27.81 (6.9)</td>
<td>33.31 (7.0)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist circumference (cm)</td>
<td>72.29 (7.0)</td>
<td>99.07 (11.8)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip circumference (cm)</td>
<td>94.61 (7.7)</td>
<td>117.55 (7.4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHR (-)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.84 (0.09)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFA (cm²)</td>
<td>32.51 (20.0)</td>
<td>130.0 (38.4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA (m²)</td>
<td>1.709 (0.22)</td>
<td>2.077 (0.19)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>office SBP (mmHg)</td>
<td>115 (14)</td>
<td>117 (19)</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>office DBP (mmHg)</td>
<td>75.2 (10.3)</td>
<td>80.6 (12.5)</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are expressed as mean (SD). BMI – Body Mass Index, WHR – Waist to Hip Ratio; VFA – Visceral Fat Area; BSA – Body Surface Area (Du Bois formula); office SBP, office DBP – systolic and diastolic blood pressure (means of the 2nd and 3rd sphygmomanometric office blood pressure measurements);

*Italic* = Mann-Whitney *U* test; non-italic = *t*-test (based on Shapiro-Wilk normality test).
hours before examination. All measurements were performed in quiet thermo-neutral environment (22–25 °C) in the morning hours (8 AM–11 AM).

We excluded subjects with any current infectious disease (including 3 weeks of post-infection convalescence period), cardiovascular disease including hypertension (diagnosed using 24-hours of ambulatory blood pressure monitoring following examination), diabetes mellitus, psychiatric disorders, and hypothyroidism. All female subjects were examined during the proliferative phase (5th–12th day) of their menstrual cycle.

All subjects or their legal representatives (in participants under 18 years of age) gave written informed consent prior to examination. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Jessenius Faculty of Medicine, Comenius University. The study protocol conforms to the ethical guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki.

Procedures and Measurements
Clinical and Anthropometric Data
A detailed medical history was obtained from each participant and an experienced physician checked current health status to exclude subjects meeting exclusion criteria. Office blood pressure was measured three times during the initial interview in a sitting position using the auscultatory method.

Anthropometric measures were taken immediately after arrival (before light breakfast) using an InBody J10 device (InBody, South Korea). A body composition analyzer uses segmental multi-frequency bioelectrical impedance analysis method (MF-BIA) and provides a detailed analysis of body composition (height, weight, BMI, fat mass, skeletal muscle mass, percentage body fat, visceral fat area etc.). This method was validated against dual X-ray absorptiometry and was recommended as an acceptable surrogate method for the estimation of total body composition in research studies 18). Waist and hips circumferences were measured using measuring tape and WHR (waist-to-hip ratio) was calculated. Body surface area (BSA) was calculated using Du Bois formula 19).

CAVI Measurement
Arterial stiffness parameter CAVI (Cardio-Ankle Vascular Index) was measured using VaSera VS-1500 (Fukuda Denshi, Japan). A detailed description of the method implemented in this device can be found elsewhere 6). Briefly, CAVI determination is based on the measurement of PWV and systolic and diastolic blood pressures. A procedure requires placement of the pressure cuffs on all four extremities (arms and ankles), the positioning of the phonocardiographic microphone over the sternal angle at the second intercostal space, and ECG lead. PWV is obtained by dividing the vascular length (estimated from the subject’s height) by time of the pulse wave propagation from the aortic valve to the ankle. Systolic and diastolic blood pressures are measured oscilometrically using pressure cuffs. CAVI is automatically calculated as follows:

$$\text{CAVI} = a \cdot \frac{2 \rho}{\Delta P} \left( \ln \frac{P_a}{P_d} \right) \cdot \frac{PWV^2}{R} + b$$  (1)

where: $P_s$ – systolic blood pressure, $P_d$ – diastolic blood pressure, $\Delta P = P_s - P_d$, $PWV$ – heart-to-ankle pulse wave velocity, $\rho$ – blood density, $a, b$ – constants.

Subjects were placed in a supine position for at least 10 minutes prior to CAVI measurement. All measurements and calculations were performed automatically. The mean of the right and left CAVI values was used for the analysis.

Recently, Spronck 20) challenged the independence of CAVI of actual blood pressure and proposed improved parameter CAVI0, which does not show the residual BP dependence. CAVI0 was calculated from CAVI values (as reported by the VaSera device) by the following equation 21):

$$\text{CAVI}_0 = \frac{\text{CAVI} - b}{a} \cdot \frac{P_{s,R}}{P_{d,R}} \ln \left( \frac{P_{s,R}}{P_{d,R}} \right) - \ln \frac{P_{d,R}}{P_{ref}}$$  (2)

where: CAVI – values measured by VaSera device $P_{s,R}$ – right brachial systolic blood pressure, $P_{d,R}$ – right brachial diastolic blood pressure, $P_{ref}$ – reference blood pressure (100 mmHg), $a, b$ – constants

RHI Measurement
Endothelial function was assessed by Reactive Hyperemia Peripheral Arterial Tonometry (RH-PAT) using Endo-PAT 2000 device (Itamar Medical, Israel). Using this method, it is possible to evaluate flow-induced vasodilation after a provocation of reactive hyperemia elicited by the rapid release of brachial artery occlusion lasting for 5 min. The reactive hyperemia index (RHI) was defined as the ratio of the post-deflation pulse amplitude to the baseline pulse amplitude 22). Subjects were placed in a supine position for at least 5 minutes prior to examination and asked to minimize their movements during the examination.

Sympathetic Activity Assessment
Several measures reflecting different aspects of sympathetic cardiovascular control were measured noninvasively in a supine position in examined subjects. To derive cardiac inotropy related measures and
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calculated power in low frequency band of spontaneous systolic blood pressure oscillations (LFSAP, power in 0.04–0.15 Hz) by spectral analysis as another sympathetic activity related index.

Statistical Analysis

The normality of the data distribution was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Variables are presented as mean ± SD or median [interquartile range]. To analyze the differences between obese and control groups, Student’s t-test was used for the data with normal distribution and the Mann-Whitney U-test was used if the data were not normally distributed. The associations between parameters were analyzed using Pearson’s (normal distribution) or Spearman (non-normal distribution) correlation coefficients. A p-value < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. The statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software version 25 (IBM Corporation, New York, USA).

Results

Between Groups Comparison

Study groups characteristics are presented in Table 1. All anthropometric measures except body height were significantly higher in the obese group. Diastolic, but not systolic, office blood pressure was significantly higher in the obese group.

As expected, significantly lower CAVI values were found in obese group compared to controls (4.59 ± 0.88 vs. 5.18 ± 0.63, p = 0.005, Fig. 1 left panel). Similarly, CAVI0 was significantly lower in obese subjects (6.46 ± 1.39 vs. 7.33 ± 0.99, p = 0.011, Fig. 1 right panel).

Fig. 1.
Box plots of CAVI – Cardio-Ankle Vascular Index; CAVI0 – refined Cardio-Ankle Vascular Index; RHI – Reactive Hyperemia Index; asterisks correspond to outliers; # denotes significant between-groups difference.
Early Atherosclerosis Indices in Obesity

Activity related indices (Fig. 3) - measures related to cardiac contractility - VI and HI were also significantly lower in the obese group compared to control group (VI: 60.99 ± 17.5 for obese group vs. 88.77 ± 16.4 1/1000/s for control group, \( p < 0.001 \); HI: 15.83 ± 5.1 for obese group vs. 21.30 ± 6.6 \( \Omega/s^2 \) for control group, \( p = 0.001 \)). Accordingly, spectral power in low frequency band of spontaneous systolic blood pressure oscillations LF\_SAP reflecting vascular sympathetic control was lower in the obese group (2.87 ± 1.7 vs. 4.78 ± 2.1 mmHg\(^2\) for obese and control groups, respectively, \( p < 0.001 \)).

Systemic vascular resistance was significantly lower in the obese group when expressed in absolute units (SVR: 843.89 ± 143.5 vs. 1094.29 ± 218.4 dyn-s-cm\(^{-5}\), \( p < 0.001 \)) (Fig. 2). Other sympathetic middle panel). Since CAVI and CAVI\(_0\) exhibit strong correlation in both groups (control: Pearson’s \( r = 0.914, p < 0.001 \), obese: Spearman’s \( \rho = 0.937, p < 0.001 \)), only CAVI\(_0\) was used for the further analysis considering its methodological advantages. We found no significant difference in RHI between groups (1.387 ± 0.37 in controls and 1.453 ± 0.28 in obese, \( p = 0.441 \), Fig. 1 right panel).
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process. Two indices – CAVI, quantifying arterial stiffness and RHI, reflecting endothelial function – were measured in obese adolescents in relation to anthropometric, hemodynamic and sympathetic activity related indices with the aim to elucidate the factors possibly influencing their values in this group of participants associated with higher risk of atherosclerosis development in future. To exclude the confounding effect of pathological states potentially associated with obesity, including diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, hypertension, etc., our study group comprised otherwise healthy adolescents and young adults.

CAVI

In accordance with paradoxical results of previous studies, we found significantly lower values of CAVI and CAVI₀ in obese adolescents. The association of CAVI with BMI and adiposity measures has already been described in previous studies. Nagayama⁹ and Tabara¹¹ found the negative correlation between BMI and CAVI in metabolically healthy Japanese middle-aged adults. Similar results were found in the study of Gomez-Sanchez ¹⁰, where the authors demonstrated the inverse relationship between CAVI and various adiposity measures (BMI, waist-to-height ratio, body fat percentage, body roundness) in a Caucasian population. All these studies were performed on an adult population. Studies on young subjects are rare and generally include a lower number of subjects. To the best of our knowledge, there are only

Correlations of CAVI₀ and RHI with anthropometric and sympathetic activity related variables

Several anthropometric and hemodynamic measures were correlated with age in non-obese controls (results not shown). To reveal a relation of CAVI₀ and RHI to anthropometric and hemodynamic variables in obese subjects, we performed a correlation analysis inside this group. To minimize the effect of age, the correlation analysis was adjusted for age as a potentially confounding variable.

No significant correlation between CAVI₀ index and any anthropometric or sympathetic activity related variable was found in the obese group (Table 2). RHI correlated positively with systemic vascular resistance (RHI with SVR: Pearson’s r=0.390, p=0.044, RHI with SVRI: Pearson’s r=0.456, p=0.017) (Table 2).

Discussion

The major findings of our study include: i) significantly lower values of arterial stiffness index CAVI in obese adolescents, together with no significant differences in RHI; ii) lower systemic vascular resistance in obesity associated with a decreased cardiovascular sympathetic activity; and iii) significant correlation of the endothelial function index RHI with systemic vascular resistance in the obese group.

Our study was focused on novel indices quantifying changes potentially related to atherosclerotic

| Table 2. CAVI₀ and RHI correlations with anthropometric and sympathetic activity related variables in obese group adjusted for age |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Correlation coefficient p   | Correlation coefficient p   |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Height (cm)                 | 0.368                       | 0.070                       |
| Weight (kg)                 | 0.115                       | 0.584                       |
| BMI (kg/m²)                 | -0.031                      | 0.884                       |
| Fat mass (%)                | -0.197                      | 0.345                       |
| Skeletal Muscle Mass (kg)   | 0.185                       | 0.377                       |
| WHR (-)                     | -0.170                      | 0.417                       |
| VFA (cm²)                   | -0.045                      | 0.830                       |
| BSA (m²)                    | 0.189                       | 0.367                       |
| SVR (dyn·s·cm⁻²)            | 0.037                       | 0.865                       |
| SVRI (dyn·s·cm⁻³·m²)        | 0.051                       | 0.813                       |
| VI (1/1000/s)               | -0.050                      | 0.817                       |
| HI (Ω/s²)                   | -0.107                      | 0.619                       |
| LFSAP (mmHg²)               | -0.029                      | 0.892                       |

BMI – Body Mass Index, WHR – Waist to Hip Ratio; VFA – Visceral Fat Area; BSA – Body Surface Area (Du Bois formula); SVR – Systemic Vascular Resistance, SVRI – Systemic Vascular Resistance Index, VI – Velocity Index, HI – Heather Index, LFSAP – power in low frequency band of spontaneous systolic blood pressure oscillations

*Italic* = Spearman correlation; non-*italic* = Pearson correlation (based on Shapiro-Wilk normality test)
two studies focused on CAVI in obese children and adolescents and both of them confirmed lower CAVI values in obese participants\(^7\). A negative association between BMI and CAVI seems discrepant since obesity is considered as one of the risk factors of atherosclerosis. Lower CAVI values in obese metabolically healthy people may be explained by alterations in hemodynamics associated with obesity. Increased BMI (adipose tissue + lean tissue) in obese subjects leads to an increase in blood volume, which in turn predisposes to an increase in cardiac output (CO). In normotensive obese patients, this high-output state is counterbalanced by decreased systemic vascular resistance\(^23-25\). Increased blood vessels diameter associated with decreased SVR results in a decreased PWV (based on Moens-Korteweg equation: \( \text{PWV} = \sqrt{E_{\text{inc}}h/2\rho r} \)), where \( E_{\text{inc}} \) – incremental Young’s modulus, \( h \) – vessel wall thickness, \( r \) – vessel radius, \( \rho \) – blood density) and hence decreased CAVI values. Importantly, our results confirmed this concept through the simultaneous measurement of SVR and CAVI in one study sample – both lower SVR and CAVI were associated with obesity in young subjects.

CAVI reflects the elastic properties of arterial walls from the aortic arch to the distal arteries of the lower extremities. It is a long arterial pathway comprised of large elastic arteries and smaller peripheral resistance arteries. The diameter of the latter is under the control of sympathetic part of autonomic nervous system (ANS). Thus, a shift in sympatho-vagal balance may have an effect on values of CAVI. Zwain\(^{16}\) and Maliha\(^{26}\) found a positive correlation between CAVI and the head-up tilt (HUT) angle and showed that increased sympathetic activity may increase CAVI values. The studies on CAVI in hypertensive individuals, where increased sympathetic activity results in increased SVR\(^27\), speak also in favor of the concept suggesting a significant influence of sympathetic activity on CAVI. Meščanik\(^{8}\) found an increased CAVI in a group of obese hypertensive adolescents compared to obese normotensives. CAVI of obese hypertensives was not significantly different from the CAVI values of non-obese normotensive adolescents, suggesting increased vasoconstriction in obese hypertensive patients overriding decreased SVR in obesity.

Taken together, CAVI reportedly reflects not only the structural changes in the vessel wall (related to the ATS process), but also the functional stiffness – arterial vasomotor tone\(^6, 28, 29\). Our results confirmed this concept – a lower SVR in obese group was associated with a paradoxically decreased CAVI. Lower cardiovascular sympathetic activity indices based on cardiac contractility (VI and HI) as well as reflecting vascular sympathetic control (LFS\(\alpha\)) found in our group of obese adolescents indicate a decreased sympathetic activity as a potential mechanism of decreased SVR in this group.

In the obese patients subgroups where functional (e.g., increased sympathetic activity in hypertensives) and/or structural (e.g., accelerated atherosclerotic process in metabolic syndrome patients) changes override the effect of decreased SVR on CAVI, increased values of arterial stiffness were found. The involvement of different factors in CAVI makes its interpretation as an index of atherosclerosis less straightforward and the results in different studies can substantially differ; e.g., in patients with metabolic syndrome (MetS) where abdominal obesity is an important component, Gomez-Sanchez\(^{30}\) and Topouchian\(^{31}\) found a negative correlation between waist circumference and CAVI. In contrast, Liu\(^{32}\) observed significantly higher values of CAVI in the group with markedly increased waist circumference simultaneously with a negative correlation between BMI and CAVI. Moreover, the majority of MetS studies assert a positive correlation between the number of MetS components and CAVI with the strongest impact of elevated blood pressure and high fasting blood glucose level\(^32, 33\). The lack of correlation between CAVI and anthropometric or sympathetic activity related measures in obese patients in our study could be also explained by the individual heterogeneity of functional and structural changes in arterial tree.

RHI

Studies on obese adults demonstrated impaired vascular function assessed by RH-PAT method in obese group expressed by decreased RHI values\(^34, 35\) and a significant increase in RHI after lifestyle changes associated with weight loss\(^36, 37\). However, the results of studies on children and adolescents showed discrepant results. While several studies\(^14, 38, 39\) found significantly lower values of RHI in obese adolescents and an inverse relation of RHI to percentage of body fat\(^40\), other studies found no difference in endothelial function between obese and lean participants\(^13, 41, 42\).

In our study we found no difference in RHI between obese subjects and lean controls suggesting similar endothelial function in both groups. This finding could indicate no harmful effect of obesity in young age on endothelial function. Notably, being based on the arterial diameter increase associated with a restoration of blood flow through vessels, the results of RH-PAT method are also influenced by the level of initial vasoconstriction/vasodilation and thus the activity of sympathetic part of the ANS directed to vessels. Goswami\(^{43}\) demonstrated a significantly increased RHI in orthostasis (usually accompanied by
vascular constriction) compared to supine position in the same subjects. In our sample of obese adolescents, we found a positive correlation between RHI and SVR either expressed in absolute values (SVR) or considering the body size (SVRI). It indicates that in obese subjects with lower initial level of vasoconstriction (subjects with relative vasodilation), the RHI was lower. We suggest that starting from initial vasodilation the response to reperfusion could not be so large compared to the subjects/states where initially more prominent vasoconstriction occurred (vasodilation has its natural mechanical limits). On average, since the initial vasodilation was found in obese subjects (lower SVR), nonsignificant difference between groups indicates a well-preserved endothelial function in obese adolescents.

The mechanisms of the decreased vascular tone in obesity are currently not well known. The lack of information on this issue is determined by the difficulties associated with the noninvasive measurement of the vascular resistance. It is considered that changing the concentration of some biochemical substances (e.g., adipocytokines, inflammatory cytokines, etc.) could influence the vascular tone directly by their effects on vascular smooth muscles or indirectly through changed vasomotor centre activity. For example, it is considered that leptin as an important adipocytokine plays an important role in the initiation and progression of AT5,44,45). On the other hand, a recent study demonstrated potential vascular protective role of leptin in young healthy adults46). This paradoxical result could be at least partially attributed to the vasodilatory effect of the leptin demonstrated in rats and humans47). Nevertheless, a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of vasodilation in obesity still require more detailed studies.

**Clinical Implications**

Our results indicate that both indices (RHI and CAVI) used for the detection of early atherosclerotic changes are also influenced by vascular tone. The level of vasoconstriction or vasodilation influences the capacity to perform further vasodilation after reperfusion during RH-PAT method protocol and limits the RHI measurement. Regarding CAVI method, vascular tone directly influences PWV—a crucial parameter in arterial stiffness quantification by CAVI. We stress that potential changes in vascular resistance associated with pathological and physiological conditions (e.g., arterial hypertension, obesity) could influence the detection of atherosclerotic changes employing RHI and CAVI examination. In studies focused on the assessment of CAVI and RHI, potential vascular resistance changes in relation to time (e.g., during treatment or disease development) and differing between groups (e.g., obese vs. lean subjects) should be considered.

**Study Limitations**

The lack of information on arterial/aortal diameter is an important limitation of our study. Based on Moens–Korteweg equation, PWV is indirectly related to arterial diameter. CAVI increases with an increase in PWV and thus an increased arterial diameter could result in a decreased CAVI. Taken together, one of the possible explanations of the decreased CAVI in the obese group could include an effect of the larger arterial diameter in this group.

Several previous studies investigated relations between aortic diameter or cross-sectional area and age, gender and basic anthropometric measures. It was shown that age and height and to a lower extent body weight or BMI are correlated with aortic diameter measured by ultrasonography or computed tomography in a wide age range from children to elderly adults58-52). The gender effect with the larger diameter in male subjects was also demonstrated49,50). The selection of our groups of subjects (age and gender matching) was focused to avoid the effect of these potentially confounding factors. Since there were no significant between group differences in the body height, the observed differences in CAVI between obese and control groups in our study could not be attributed to the height effect. However, we cannot exclude the effect of body weight on the arterial diameter and hence CAVI for between groups differences. Several facts indicate that this effect is probably less important than the effect of the lower vascular tone in obesity. Firstly, the effect of body weight independent of body height (e.g., as included in the BMI) was found in morphological studies to be only minor compared to age or height effect50-52). Secondly, the correlation of CAVI0 index with weight in healthy controls in our study adjusted for age (ρ = 0.155, p = 0.077, ρ = 0.702) or age and height together (ρ = −0.077, p = 0.702) was not significant. Thirdly, in previous studies the presence of obesity in adults resulted in an increase in arterial diameter ranging from 0 to 9 % depending on the measuring site53,54). Deriving from the bio-physical theory, it could theoretically lead to ≤ 9 % reduction in CAVI in obese group compared to controls. Since we found more than 15% difference in median CAVI0 values between groups, we assume that other factors – most importantly vascular resistance – contribute to the observed findings.

On the other hand, while RHI is calculated from the change in arterial diameter after occlusion (and not from the absolute value of arterial diameter), we
assume that this index is less influenced by the body size effect.

Our study involved subjects in the period of adolescence, when pubertal development occurs. Considering the significant influence of pubertal stage on many physiological characteristics, including body composition and autonomic nervous system activity, another limitation of our study is that we lack the information on the stage of pubertal development (e.g., Tanner score).

In addition, the sample size was relatively small to generalize the results for the general population. Therefore, we could not exclude the existence of weaker associations and Type II statistical error (false negative conclusions from the statistical analysis). The observed differences and associations should be confirmed on a larger study sample.

**Conclusion**

We conclude that both CAVI and RHI are potentially influenced by vascular tone controlled by the sympathetic part of autonomic nervous system. Consequently, lower CAVI value observed in young obese subjects may not indicate the absence of atherosclerotic damage of the vessels. We suggest considering potential vascular resistance changes when interpreting CAVI and RHI data.
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